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December 7, 1970

Portland Campus

Trustees . Cut UMP Tuition
Board Rejects Change
for Next Semester

UMP STUDENT SENATE PRESIDENT, GERALD MCCANN, addresses
Board of Trustees Meeting on tuition inequality between
Portland and Gorham.

The University of Maine
Board of Trustees, in a
Thursday morning meeting at
Gorham's Hastings Formal
Lounge approved changes in
tuition and fees for the
University syst~m to take
effect next academic year.
Ranging from increases to
elimination and reduction,
the board set the tuition
rate for UMPG at .$350.
This
is a cut of $100 for UMP
students and a raise of $150
for Gorham students.
It was
noted at the meeting, however,
that the $150 increase is misleading as other fees charges
to the G_o rham students will be
reduced and or dropped.
(con't on page four)

Senate President and Lawyer
Question Chancellor's Actions
UMP Student Senate President
Gerald A. Mccann, and Portland
Attorney Henry Steinfeld, in
prepared remarks, issued strong
charges against officials
of the u. Of Maine chancellor's office at Thursday mornin~'s Trusiees meeting.
McCafin in hi~ statement,
which was cent~red on the
tuition row b8tween Gorham
and UMP, told the Trustees "to
date we have received no
reasonable clarification 'as
to why this tuition differ_~nce
exists.
This lack of candi(
response left us with no
other alternative than to
retain legal representation.
The student president also ··
pointed out, "From the beginning we have instructed our
legal representati v es ... that
we are not interested in
injuring the Univeisity."
Mccann said, "We are dismayed and discouraged by the
response we received from the
chancellor's staff at our

meeting with them on Nov. 12.
There was no apparent attempt
on their part to explain ·
why the discrepancy in tuition exists now and what effects, if any, would occur if
tuition were equalized second
semester."
He closed his remarks saying,
"Our first ·problem is to resolve a communications gap,
for it is evident that such
gaps lead to confusion, disillusionment, and frustration."
Attorney Steinfeld, whose
four-page statement took a
harder l~ne on the chancellor~s
actions, said he was satisfied
"that the students (of UMP)
were not seeking to initiate
any preciptous action which
would injure the university ... "
He said, "after a review of
the Federal case involving
public educ~tion and the rights
of students"; it was indicated
"that the students appeared
to have a just complaint."
(con't on page f0ur)

KENT STATE STUDENT, BRUCE
SPEICHER speaks in LBA.

Kent Student
Requests Support
A plea for support for
twenty-five Kent State
·
University students ("Kent
State 25") indited by a Ohio
Grand Jury was the object of a
visit to UMP by Kent State
sophomore Bruce Speicher last
Friday.
Speicher's appearance in
LBA, attended by approximately
200 students and faculty mem- .
bers, included a film entitled
(con't oh page four)
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Editorial
''A Goddamned Lie''
University of Maine Vice, Ch_ancellor Herb Fowle is alleged to have said "that's a goddamned lie" while listening
to Attorne~ Henry Steinfeld, the lawyer ~epresenting the UMP
Student Senate, at the Board of Trustees meeting last Thursday
at Gorham.
While the veracity of Steinfeld's remarks may
have caused Mr. Fowle to temporarily lose his composure, the
statement does sum up the attitude of the Chancellor's office
on the tuition issue.
The Viking first got an insight into the thinking of
Chancellor McNeil when he told several students that he could
not understand why UMP students were not "thrilled" at knowing that some people (Gorham students) were . paying a lower
tuition rate.
We would submit that such reasoning is not
realistic.
Anyone who knows the burdens that many UMP
students have to bear to continue their . education consider
such a statement exceedingly naive.
Later the same week ~ta press conference the Chancellor
made reference to the fact that he had attended an open house
of the Urban Adult Educqtion Center.
He felt that i t was unfortunate that the Student Senate did not spend its money in
helping the underprivileged people of Portland.
Although
he acknowledged the fact that the Senate does have the right
to spend its money any way i t wishes to, his subtle hint
showed once again the fickleness with _ which he dealt with the
situation.
At the Trustees' meeting the Chancellor came under a
scathing attack from Att~rney Steinfeld~
After attemptin~ to
defend his position for some ten minutes McNeil said that i f
he had done something wrong this time, then he would "attempt
to do better next ..ti me."
Although we commend the Chancellor's desire to improve
upon his previous performance, we would q~estion whether time
is running out on him.
When one considers the fact that the
public has shown its displeasure with the University through
its defeat of bond issues; many members of the Maine Legislature are somewhat less than ardent adm,irers of the University; the news media editorially challenges University policies; and two Student Senates, UMP and UMO, are contemplating
taking the University to court, one can only wonder how many
"next times" the Chancellor has.
.

Art Theatre Presents Two Xmas Plays
The Art Theatre on the
Portland campus of the University of Maine at PortlandGorham is presenting two oneact plays that the group hopes
will reflect the spirit of the
Christmas season. Megan
Terry's "In the Gloaming, Oh
My Darling" and Thorton Wilder's
"Long Christmas Dinner" will
be staged in the Luther Bonney
Auditorium at 8 p.m. on Dec.
9, 10, and 12. A matinee
performance will be held
Friday, Dec. 11 at 2 p.m.
Thomas A. Power, assistant professor of speech, will
direct "In the Gloaming, Oh My
Darling," the story of two
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elderly ladies who . appear to
hate each other, but who are
really close friends.
In
facing imminent death, the
ladies undergo a rebirth of
the human spirit. Throughout the play, the dialogue is
a comment on the social and
political problems facing
the world today.
"Long Christmas Dinner" is
set around a traditional
tamily holiday dinner.
The
plot, which follows each
character from birth to death,
presents various theatrical problems in that the
actors cannot - leave the staqe
to obtain make-up. The
aging ~s done on stage. The
Wilder production will be
diretted by William P.
Steele, assistant professor
of speech.
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Slavick to the effect as
lege will be located.
printed in our Nov. 16 edition.
The committee states that
.·rhere was no attempt to conthe cost of instruction in the
coct the quotations to fit any community college will be
inti_midation designs. W_
e
lower than in the four-year
merely reported what we
school. This is an outright
considered to be news-worthy
falsehood in the face of overFUEL FOR THE VIKING
allegations.
whelming evidence to the conAs to our "crude and ongoing trary. Experts, including
To tl.e Edi tor:
effort to sour or obstruct" the Riesman and Jencks, report a
The Viking reporter edited
merger we feel compelled to
higher cost for two year edumy reinarks at the recent Presask what merger? If our ques- cation. Some experts report
ident's -A dvisor.'.); Committee
tioning of the "merger" and
a lower cost.
meeting by dropping all qualiour insistence upon maintainIn its new proposal, .the
fying language, turning a
ing a 4-year institution in
committee has committed itself
concern abqut a possibility
Portland is anti-merger, then
to proposing a third campus to
into an unqualified charge,
we are guj_lty as charged. How- be located somewhere in the
and concocting a quotation of
evei, we are inclined to beGreater Poz - - d Area.
This
a department chairman.
lieve that our position is not is the basis of the new school.
To correct the record:
a matter of pro or con but of
Two programs, Business and a
(1)
I did not say that
understanding what are the
new program, are to be offered
there "is an unholy race ... to
implications of the aspects
the following year.
The locapromote evervbody," but I had
to the merger --- something
tion, purchase, and construcseen some cause for concern
which has been noticeably
tion of a new site is a prothat such a race might develop.
lacking from our brethren to
· ject that would take several
(2)
I did not say that
the west of us.
years.
This is a commitment
Gorahm was promoting en masse
................................... that the University should
or that anyone had said that
view carefully before undera promotions race was "abtaking.
I _f it was the comS()lutely going on" at Gorham,
mittee's
intention
to build
and I have seen no evidence that
up
the
college
on
the
present
one is.
In · a conversation
Portland
campus,
they
should
with the Viking reporter after
have
stated
this
and
nrothe meeting, I quoted a Gorvided sufficient reasons for
ham chairman as saying that
eliminating
the only urban
the directive .was that "promotions should go on as usual,
by Eddie L. Beard four-year college in the State
of Maine.
They should have,
without regard for the
prior to submitting the report,
merger."
studied the needs of this area
(3)
I did not ask for acand
,explained why these specition by the Committee, but inThe proposed plan for the
fic
needs could not be met unvited the. kind of reply Dr.
academic organization of UMPG
der
a four year program. They
Hunt and others gave me--that
is one of the most innovative
should
have provided a master
Dr. McLecd (sic) did not need
and creative studies ever done
plan
for
the two-year school
our counsel.
in the State of Maine.
The
and
showe9
justification for
committee has reflected the
it.
They
should
have explained
It appears that there was
open heari~g~ fairly and dethe
tuition
problem,
admission
real cause for concern about
serve to be _congratulated on
problem,
facult¥
recrui
tment
a promotions race in only one
a job well done.
problems,
costs
of
construcquarter on the Portland Campus.
SCOGIS, by providing intertion, SMVTI relationship, and
It also appears that the apdisciplinary courses, will ,
-many
other subject areas.
The
satisfy a need long sought by
PX'O]?riate promotions committee
University
should
not
jump
tnere is quite capable of many professors.
The Advisory
into a new program before ·they
dealing with illegitimate
Council for Innovative Learnrealize
where they are headpromotions requests.
ing P_r actices with equal st11ing.
Still, having seen elsedent-facul ty representation
The creation of , the . enviwhere the demoralizing and
will ensure more relevant edu- .
sioned
community college was
harmful effect of glutting
cation in the future.
The
proposed
without adequa~e
higher ranks with less qualiAdvisory Council for Research
study
or
knowledge
on the part
fied people during ft transiis a long awaited commitment
of
committee
members.
Reisman
tion period, I consider my
to this underdeveloped area.
and
JencKs
have
stated
that
expression of concern among
The special course number for ·
"attacks
on
the
status
quo
the President's counselors
each department will provide
must come from elsewhere."
perfectly legitimate, even
insurance for relevant educaWhether
we should have a
though I had been given no
tion ·at . that level.
The
community
college or not is
rea~on for lack of confistructure of the schools reprenot
the
real
question.
It is
dence in the promotion prosents an integration that was
this
badly
researched
proposal
cedure on either campus and
difficult and time-consuming.
that must be judged.
expected no Committee action.
The committee should be comIt is perhaps a more ~mporHowever, had I known that a
nended for a job well cone.
tant
priority at this time to
Viking reporter was present, I
The proposed on the Com~
place
community colleges in
would have expressed my conmunity College unfortunately
regions
of the state that lack
cern els~where rather than
does not reflect the great
educational
opportunities of
provide fuel for the Viking's
creativity of the other secany
type.
This
should include
crude and ongoing effort to
tions.
It is disturbing to
the
midcoast
region,
York
sour or obstruct, if not prehear someone ·say that the proCounty
and
the
Lewistonvent, the Portland-Gorham
posal is good because we need
merge ~ . And if this is beinc
a community college. This sec- Auburn area (except CED).
Eliminating this part of the
intimidated, so be it.
Irre:
tion should be judged solely
recommendation and accepting
sponsible journalism often
on its merits.
the rest will place the Presiinhibits free discussion,
The committee in its prodent,
Chancellor and Board of
especially where the stakes
posal left out objectionable
Trusteis
in a _postion of being
are high.
subject areas of the first
beneficial
in Loco Parentis.
draft.
Instead of saying that
William Slavick
tuition should be the same
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$f$$$$$$$$$$$$
Assistant Professor of
as the four-year school; no
$
$
English, Gorham
mention was made of tuition.
Instead of saying that the pro_Wqnt To Make Money?!
(Edi tor's Reply)
fessors should not have doc$
$
toral degrees, no mention.was
$
See
Next
Ad!
$
Two members of The Viking
made of faculty degrees.
Still
$
$
staff and a columnist for this
no mention is made of specifi$$$$$$$$$i$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
newspaper heard remarks by Mr.
cally where the comrr.unity col-

Letter To
The Editor

In LoCo
Parentis

!
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Mc Cann and Steinfeld

Tuition

To

Be Cut

(con't from page one) _
(can't from page one)
The
changes, which will all
Steinfeld told of several
take
effect
July 1, 1971, also
attempts it took for him to
inciude an increase to $1,000
arrange a meeting with.
for out-of-- state students.
Chancellor Donald McNeil.
This
is an increase from $550,
He went on ''We (the students
and
applies
to campuses at
and attorneys) approached tqe
Fort Kent, Presque Isle,
the .meeting with the chancellor
Machias, and Farmington, as
trusting that our efforts to
well
as UMPG.
avoid confrontation would be
The Augusta and Bangor
rewarded by courtesy and canCommunity
Colleges will have
dor on the part of the Unithe same rate for resident and
. ver s i ty.
Fur.thermo re , in an
non-resident
students as UMPG.
effort to indic~te the ~goodThis
is
a
cut
from $400 and
will on the part of our c li$1350.
ents, our letter of Nov. 6,
Other changes effecting
1970, contained no demands _ of
UMPG are: an increase in
any type but only requested
room and board rates of $50;
an opportunity to meet _with
sta ndardization of all partthe chancellor and representatime resident tuition at the
tives of his staff to discuss
rate of $22 per semester hour
the tuition differential.
(to include summer session and
"The representatives of the
evening CED courses); an
University elected neither
·elimination of the $65 college
to return our courtesy nor to
fee at' the former state· colemulate our candor. Although
leges; an elimination of la~e
we permitted the · chancellor
payment fees, s~ecial examinato arrange a time for the ·
' tion fees, diploma fees arid a
meeting at .his convenience, he
reduction of the one-time
designed not t~ participate.
matriculation fee to $15.
The chancellor offered no
Tuition will not be changed
apology for his failure to
at Orono or the School of Law.
attend, although he was presDr. Lawrence M. Cutler,
ent in the building at the
Chairman of the Board, · said,
time.
Th~ chancellor's
"This adjustment· of tuition
representative maintained a
and · fees 1 is an attempt to
harsh attitude as he diseliminate the major iriequi~
claimed to the effect that
ties which have developed
the tuition rates would be
through the year.s •. We are not
changed. He chose to igattempting to rai_se more money
nore our request for a disfor the University. "
cussion."
Discussion on the tuition
Steinfeld als~ told of the
chang_e ·s at the Thursday .mornapparent lack of courtesy in
ing meeting lasted about an
his being informed of appealhour.
Student spokesmen for
ing the tuition ~ atter to the
UMP and Gorham were allowed
trustees.
He said "We were
fifteen minutes apiece to ,
only informed of _our meeting
speak. Also Attorney
· with" the Trustees "by means .
Henry Steinfeld spoke for the
of a xerox ciopj cit a · l~tter
UMP Student Senate . (Se e
sent b y the secr~~ ary of the
story on front page}
trustees t6 the p resident of
the student senate."
, In his final remarks, Steinfeld said, "'The attitude ..
of the University h9-S_ l~' d me
(can't from page one)
to the inescapa b l:e conclusion
· ihat they will not condescend
"Confrontation 3.t Kent State."
to meet with either the . stuThe film, produced by Kent
dents or their coun~el on equal
students~ gave an account 6f
terms.
I believe these stuthe events at' Kent, last
dents have rights which the
. Spring which led to the shoctthe Courts and th~ Legislature willing death of four students by
acknowledge.
Tli e Uni ver is ty
National Guard troops.
Interhas set the course toward litiviews with K~nt State students
gation and I am prepared to
and Kent ci tizern; comprised
fully try the cas~ before· the
a large part of the film.
citizens of the state, the
After the film Speicher
l _e qislature and the courts so
spoke briefly -and answered
that the rights of the students
questions.
He desc~ibed the
will be vindicated."
current situation at Kent
Following McCann's and
St-ate as being "Kent Police
Steinfeld's speeches, Gorham
State University" as there
Student Senate President,
are local and federal agents
Richard Dyer sp9ke to the
who are always on campus
Trustees • . ' He said the Gorham
carrying out such security prostudents do not want a tuition
cedures as checking student
increase, but that, "in spi Ee
identification cards.
In '
of gripes, ·and hard c6±e ~rguaddition, there is usually at
ments. against tuition" the stuleast one bomb threat daily.
dents "somehow scraped the
The Kent student expressed
mc n ey together ,to continue
his displeasure over the
..
this year. "
·
·
inditement of the twenty-five
Speaking against a tuition
students - by sa:ying that he
hike for next semester, Dyer
felt the move was politically
suggested the board consider
inspired. He claimed that the
a grandfather clause to prostudents were only selected
tect those students already
to represent a"cross-section "
enrolled.
oi Kent State and are no t

Dec.
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ne 9 essarily the students who
were · involved in the events
last Spring. For instance,
the only well known student
indited was the student body
president, Craig Morton, whom
Speicher said was in ROTC and
was a "square" student.
In makinq his plea for
support for "Kent State :~S"
Soeicher said that the Kent
DE'. fense Cammi ttee was formed
to iaise mdney. Although some
prominent lawyers such as
Leonard Weinglass and William
Kuntsler have offered free
counseling, there will still
be cost from such items as
court fees.
Speicher voiced some of his
opinions on the events of
last May at Kent State.
"The
burnipg of a building i~ itself
is wrong, · but if there is
an issue involved you should
react" was his statement on the
burning of the ROTC building.
He suggested that in the case
of ROTC buildinqs, however,
perhaps· the "onl_y way to get
them off campus is to remove
them physically."

Students and
Equipment Wanted
A Boy Scout troop, which
has just been formed in the
Greater Portland area, is
looking for _equipment and
student volunteers. Equipment specifically wanted
includes uniforms, sleeping
bags, a bugle, and sports
equipment, but all donations
will be greatly appreciated.
Interested students or
anyone with ~quiprnent can
contact .Bruce Garnett, a
UMP night custodial work~~,
who lives . on the third floor
Qf 164 Brackett Street in
Port l and .

Kent Support Sought

Jhe ~t1rrl
Good Food! Good Drink~ .
. Good Times/

•

Live Entertainment

Tues. & SaL Night
.311 ,__. Aw.. h;II•••· M11·n1

CANTEEN CO.
OF MAINE
CntpleteV_..,_.

...... r ... ._..
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The Pot-Pourri
by Greg Callahan
Luis Mendez
Uh, World leaders are now
on the same trip the rock
stars are/were. They're
dropping like flies and we
both (that is you and I) know
flies drop.
DeGaulle, Cush~ng
(a religious leader thrown in
for good measure), and ol'
Abdul Nasser. Pretty strange,
huh? I knew you'd think so.
Now obviously, these events a!e
intertwined ir a lot of ways.
If we can figure out the
cosmic implications, then it's
a real feather in our cap(s)
but if we don't, it's ok~y t?o.
But since we're ushering in
an official new decade (this
way please), I think it o~ly
fair to think at . least a little- bit about it. No doubt
these death~ parallel the
three I talked about weeks
back. The only difference is
that, no matter what, vou ao~ta
almit one thing (yo-..i car. admit
others too if you like) and
that is that these guys were
getting old and stodgy and
(dare I say it?) irrelevant
(for shame!). Well, Janis and ·
Hendrix and good old Al Wilson
" were young, active, and decidedly relevant--no tow ways
aotrut it. True , they were
getting less and less releva~t
as is everybody, but they still
had years upon years of good
relevance left.
_
Actually, with the exception
of Nasser, none of these political deaths (as opposed to
rock deaths) actually changed
things much. Everybody knew
Chuck DeGavlle was due to tick
off any day now (or any day
then, if you're hot on g:ammar)
Just like we know that Nikky
Kruschev (Is that spelled right? It's been so long.) is
due any second now. As for ol'
Richard Cardinal Cushing (Why
wasn't he called Cardinal
Richard Cushing? I cari se~
if his first name was "Cardinal" and !.e was a "Richard" by
title or trade.)
(Maybe the
transposed order is for an element of mystery) anyway, he
wasn't very important. Aside
from making a statement that
was either in favor or against
the Pope's Encycli_cal on · birth
control, he hadn't been at all
in the limelight since he
ceased hobnobbing with the
Kennedys.
So apparently, somebody up
there decided it was time for
a little houseclP.anina (onlv
(only one untimely death out
of three isn't a bad average).
Also, there's so.me hilarious
irony here if you get behind
it.
There's old Abdul sitting
around with his Arab cron~es,
tryinq to fiqure out how to
wipe Israel off the map, AND
WHAMMO! . Fat lot o·f good that
does him now. But Chuck's
death ' pro; ides even more irony
because he died two weeks before his 80tb birthday.
Imagine Mme. DeGaulle's surprise
when she found the body:.-having
to cancel all her pa:rty plan_s

Paqe 5

and all. A real drag for her.
And for the baker too, having
his order cancelled.
.
Chuck had been playing soli- .])iSCllSS
taire before he died.
It's
been said that he won the _last
An open meeting of the
game. That may be mer~ specjoint UMPG English ~urric,ulurn
ulation or worse, but it
Committee will be held in the
downstairs living room of the
certainly is interesting. N~
doubt it will become locked in
Student Union Annex, 94 Beqford
Street, at 3:00 p.m. tornmorpopular mythology •.. "H~
defeated the Germans singlerow, Tuesday.
Discussion will
handed, went home, won at
center around questionnaires
solitaire, and died." You
to be sent to faculty, stuknow how things get twisted in
dents, and alumni and the role
time.
.
of the Englis~ studies in the
Well, there was ·something
university.
else I wanted to say, but I
In making the announcement,
forget.
It's hard y'know,
Asst. Prof. Michael Selkin of
writing all the time.
You
the UMP English Department,
gotta think quick and fast
Chairman of the Committee,
and sometimes you gotta be
explained the composition and
right(providing your readers
purpose of the group.
In add~are on their toesies).
Do
tion to Chairman Selkin there
they notice typing errors
are six faculty members, two
and grammar mistakes? Do
from UMP and four from Gorham,
they send you poison pen
and six students, three from
letters? Do . they ever pat
each campus.
you on the back and say,
The committee, which was
"Good/bad jqb, kiddo?" We~l,
set up at a joint English
they should but a lot of times
Department meeting on Nov. 18,
they don't and you just gotta
is charged as follows: "The
learn to live with it.
committee shall make recommenYou say, "Aha, Callahan,
dations to the English faculty .
caught you in the act. Your
regarding required English
.
column is supposed to be
courses, English course offerabout art and stuff like that.
ings, English degree programs,
Why don't you stick to it,
interdisciplinary course
scabbo?" Go'od question and
offerings, and establishment
I'll admit you're right.
I'm
of course evaluation procedsurprised (and flattered) that
ures, to become effective
you have an i~kling a~out what
June 7, 1971. The committee
this weekly bit of glib
shall solicit the counsel of
drivel is all about, but you
all faculty, students, and
are indeed right-- as right as
alumni who wish to be heard
rain and who ever dared to
and shall meet as often as is
challenge rain. TOUGH! It's
necessary in order to place
my column and I' 11 do what I
its report in the hands of
want with it and you can go
the English faculty and English
.fry.
Besides, living and dying majors no later than one week
are art forms unto themselvesy
before the first meeting of
and deep down you know that.
the department that occurs no
so why bother to write about
earlier than 10 days after
what some artist thinks about
the merger is approved."
death (which is Practically alll~....
they think about), when you've
got the real thing going down
~-"" ~ · ·
all the time. Writing about
,/
NOW!d
.
art and stuff is just a sneaky
i
way of writing about the
[
issues that that piece of art
O
was based .on. So why not eliminate the middle man ( the
~\
objets d'art)? Besides, sooner
or later somebody will do an
underground movi~ or something
with flashing images of all the 1209 Forest Avenue-11 Elm Street
prominent people who died ~urPortland
·
Biddeford
ing the seventies. They did
for the sixties (it had
No Purchase Necessary
Marilyn Monroe, Judy Garland,
and Lenny Bruce--plus the u~ual
10¢ OFF ON HOWDY
boring, faceless politicians)
STEAK SANDWICH
so they'll have to do it for
this decade too.
How can you
Only 1 Coupon Per Customer
make the list? Just become
prominent and (this is very important) remember to die
before 1980. Remember BEFORE
Football ·Meet:ing ·
1980, not during cuz if you
miss it, even by a day, it'll
be technically the next decade
Anyone wantirig to make reand you'll have to wait ten
commendations concerning Varyears before you get on the
sity Football next fall at
U~PG should meet in -Rm. 523,
roster.
.
_
f

English Co,mmittee To
Q11estionnaires

~::::=::::::::::::::::'.'.'....,

how y I
b f b
.
ee n' urger

------------------

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$~
$
,:
$
$

·want To .Make Money?$

$
$ This Is

$
The Right Ad!$
$
.- $ .
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$t$$$$$

Not

LBH, Thursday, Dec. 10 at
6 P.. M. The recommendations
then will be submitted to the
Ad Hoc ~6m~itie~ on Athletic ·
Affairs meeting on Friday.
Both Gorham and Portland
students are invited.
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Fr. "Joe" Discusses Experiences

"JOHN LINDSAY BELIEVES in many of the things that I do.
· I am a geat admirer of Daniel and Philip Berrigan."

VIKING INTERVIEW:
Father Joseph Brannigan,
Roman Catholic Newman
Apostolate at UMPG
Father "Joe" Bran1;1igan, a
native of Topsham, was assigned this year to full time
chaplin work to UMPG and area
colleges. He attended Portland Junior College and
Georgetow~ University School
of Foreign Service before
entering the seminary. He
graduated from St. John's
Seminary, Boston, in 1963.
The following is an interview held with Father
Brannigan in The Viking
Office:
VIKING: How did you happen
to come to UMPG?
BRANNIGAN: I was due for a ~
transfer (from a parish in
the Waterville-Fairfield
area} and it was decided to
move my parish from a twoman to a one-man job and I
wouldn't be the one man.
T_h ere were two or three
things I could have done.
~ could have gone to school,
but all of a sudden the
plan was established to put
full time men on the campuses.
VIKING: Could you tell us
a little about your back~
ground?
BRANNIGAN:
I graduated from
St. Dominac High School in
Lewiston in 1949 and worked
at various jobs around the
Brunswick area for a year
and a half.
I then joined the
Navy for four years.
I spent
four years on a ship in Norfolk - the u.s.s. Malabar.
VIKING: What about after the
mi litary?
BRANNIGAN:
I began to find
out what end was up, I think,
through reading.
Some guys
in the Navy go one way; I just
happened to go the otherp
because for some reason, I had
a thing abour drinking.
I

never drank in those days. · In
my reading I came across a man
called Keller, a priest, who
started the Christian movement. These were the days of
McCarthyism and the great
Communist scare. Keller's
idea was that there were a
mil~ion people in the world
explicitly out to do bad. He
was look ing to get a thousand
people to go into the world
to explicitly do good.
That
kind of caught my fancy.
This
was no movement you joined and
paid dues; you just bought his
philosophy and went to it.
VIKING: What did you do then?
BRANNIGAN: After the Na,vy,
I came to Portland Junior
College. That was when Luther
I. Bonney was a man and not a
building. The following
summer I went on to Georgetwon.
After a year there, I guess
you could say, the Lord put
the :U:_nger on me. Through a
series of events; sickness,
meeting people and others,
I realized what I would do
with my life.
VIKING: Where did you go to .
study after this?
BRANNIGAN: The only experience I had had with language I didn't think I had enough
language to be a priest- was
that I had flunked Spanish one
time.
A friend convinced me
that I should try because I
was getting . good grades at
Georgetown. So I went to a ,
special school called St.
Philip's School of Delayed
Vocations. There I took four
years of high school Latin,
the equivalent of two years of
high school Greek, religion,
and English all in one year. '
It was a reai tough school.
I
went on to St. John's Seminary
in Brighton after that.
I
went there for five and onehalf years and was 31 when I
was ordained in 1963.
VIKING: Considering that you
came from a more or less conservative background, could

y o u explain what your conversion to more liberal tendencies
has .meant to you?
BRANNIGAN: I have been a registered Republican all my life.
When I have to register again
I don't know whether it will
b e as an Independent or a Democrat. Oh1 I suppose I can
find p.eople in both parties I
could agree with. For instance,
(New York Mayor) John Lindsay
believes in many of the things
that I do.
I am a great admirer of Daniel and Philip
Berrigan.
I went t o Bal timore
a c o uple o f year s a go in one
of the first p eace march e s to
sup port them in the ir tria l . I
went to Washington a month
later to support the 'priests
who were sacked down in Washington over the birth control
issue.
VIKING: Do you find that
these personal actions of yours
are in conflict with the
hierarchy in the Church, or
your superiors?
BRANNIGAN: Not really. Our
present bishop is very open to
various suggestions from his
clergy.
In some places it
does make. a difference. When
I was in Washington and thinking about the priesthood I
went to the diocese down there
and asked them if I might be
acceptable as a priest in
Washington there.
If I had
been and my evolution had gone
the same way, then I would
have been out after the birth
control controversy.
VIKING: Could you tell us
what your feelings are on birth
control?
BRANNIGAN: I beleive it is a ·
matter of individual conscience.
VIKING: How much experience
have you had in. dealing with
drug problems?
BRANNIGAN: I have hac rather
limited experience. The only
experience I have had was
working with a few· students
from the Waterville area who
shared some of the problems
they had had with drugs with
me. My only personal experience with addiction was
cigarette smoking, which I
gave up two years ago.
VIKING: How do you feel about
the legalization of marijuana?
BRANN.I GAN: I feel it should
be legalized and controlled.
If it is really harmful, then
it should be banned. But is
it any more harmful than
alcohol?
VIKING: Did you have any
tho~ghts on how control should
be established?
BRANNIGAN: For one .thing the quality should be enforced.
People would be protected from
pushers who mix in harder
drugs to lead a person on to
different types of stronger
drugs.
VIKING: How do you feel
about priests in politics?
BRANNIGAN:
I haven't
really thought too much about
it. However, given the way
that I was headed before towards governments or politics,
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PROPO.SED PLAN FOR THE ACADEMIC
ORGANIZATION OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
AT PORTLAND-GORHAM
I

In the following Viking supplement we have published a condensed version of the
Academic Organization plan as .drafted by that committee.
In the interest of time and expediency we have ~xcluded prefatory aspects of the report and appendices. Also, we used
the photo-repr_oduction-reduction ,method which was deemed necessary to acc·o modate the report
to our format.
Parts of the report which are in a darker and larger print are changes
made by the Academic Committee this past weekend. The segment of the report published
' herein is exactly as drafted by the committee.
The full report will be a~ailable Wednesday morning on campus.
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I. Community College

.

A.

Introduction:

The Board of Trustees of the University of .Maine has recognized the

i

..

·/

need for one and two-year programs by making the development of such programs within the . University its number one priority:
, this need.

supporting studies demonstrate

-The developmen_t_.of one, and two-:year programs within UM:EG will
'

.

.

,.. '

.

be best served by the creation of a community college, · which will be
responsible for providing a w;i.de variety .of courses and programs: transfer,
terminal, one'-year, (degree, non-degree) and public service activities.

1..

The . community college should have its ciwn administration and faculty
and a student. body eventually admitted on the basis of an open admissions
policy.

Its ·position .within. th~ university under a separate dean and faculty
.

\

should encourage ·coordinated development of programs, strengthen the abil·i ty
to speak for .financial support, . and give students a -sense of belonging to
a readily identifiable institution.

It is anticipated that the cost fer

stuccr,t of instruction in the ccrrrnunity college will be lower than in the
baccalaureate and graduate prcgrams at the university.

Teaching should be

'.!
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the primary responsibility of the ccmmunity college faculty, and only faculty
committed to the goals of the community college and to the needs of its
students should be recruited.
B.

Recommendations:

,

1.

That a community college be established within the structure ·
of UM:EG and that it admit its first students in September, 1971.

2.

That the search begin immediately for a dean of the
community college.

3.

That the dean report directly to the president of UM:EG.

4.

That the dean be responsible for recruiting a separate
faculty and developing academic programs for the community
college.

5.

Th~ adequate budgetary support be secured to phase in an
ofen admissions policy and that open admissions be defined
a::. the admission of students with a high school diploma or
its equivalent.

6.

That the associate degree program in Business offered at
the Portland campus be transferred to the community college
as the colleg~'s initial unit.

7.

That at ' least one additional program be developed by the fall,
1971, and resources be obtained to develop further programs
in 1972. It is estimated that the first year cost for about
/ 150 students in a new program will not exceed $175,000 to
$225,000.

8.

That the planning for future academic programs in the community
college stress the development of job-oriented programs at
the less than baccalaureate level.

9.

That policies be developed to insure that community college
graduates enrolled in transfer programs be permitted to
transfer
to other campuses within the university.

10. That the center of the community coll ege be in the
gre a ter Portland area and that courses and pro grcl.Ills
be encouraged ~o develop on both campuses.
11.

That a study be conducted inu•ediately to detBrmine _if the
present and planned Portland ~nd Gorham campuses are adequate
for the community college and ·other programs planned for
the university.

12 • . That there be continual study of the question as to whether

the community college should eventually separate from UM:EG.
13.

That the development of the cornrr~nity college be coordinated
with SMVTI.
II. Baccalaureate Studies

A.

Introduction:

The baccalaureate programs do not stand isolated from the rest of the
university st1.-ucture; budgetary and academic considerations are interrelated.

However, viable, relevant, and exciting educational ~rograms will function
only to the extent that the total resources of the University are dedicated
to them.

This is especially true when initiating and sustaining new programs

and new methods.

There must be a commitment of the total university to

experiment with new avenues of teaching and learning as w-ell as to continue
some of the established methods.

Total university commitment can be exemplified,

in part at least, by the follow inc;.
B.

Recommendations:
1.

The College of Liberal Studies:
The College of Liberal Studies is designed to satisfy the
needs of its students, to build in flexibility with options
for both faculty and students, and to provide both innovative
and traditional programs.

PA GE
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will have an opvortunity to evaluaie members of
their faculty teaching in SCOGIS, each n~w
(1 )
The department will be the basic unit within
faculty member appointed to SCOUIS will teach
at l~ast onu course in, and under the supervision
the College of Libe ral Studies. Each department
of, nis departmvnt.
ch airman will r e port e ither to a director of a school
Individuals not on th~ UMPG faculty may be
or a dean. Depa.rtment s recoro.ma nded for the College
of Liberal Studies are listed on the organization c~art. ap~ointed to teach in SCOGIS on a temporary baeis.

Org aniz atio::

(2) A. School of Genera l and Interdisciplinary Studies

"\

(SCOG I S} will be heade d by an assoc'iate dean who
will r e port directly to the dean of the , College.
The associate dean for SCCGIS will direct a program
on the Gorham campus and a program on the Portland
campus.

Cost: It is estimated that the first year cost
~about 200 full-time students and 500 par-ttime students in SCOGI~ will not exceed $400,uOO.
Recomm~ndations to the Governance Committee
C onoerning

~ OG IS:

(3) A School of Fine and Applied Arts will be headed
by a dire ctpr who will report directly to the dean
of the colle ge.

1. Steps should be instituted to insure
teachin5 off~ctiveaeea.

(4 ) The Honors program will have a part-time director
who will report to the dean of the college.

2.

The term of the Associate Dean of SCCGIS should
be three years, followed by an evaluation. The
Assoc iate Dean may be reappointed for one additional
t e rm only.

3.

Provision should be made for the Associate Dean ' s
academic rank and faculty tenure.

4.

Proposals for courses, degree programs and changes
i n degree reg11 ireme.nts in SCCGIS will be approved
or d i s approved by the Dean of Liberal Studies
a fter recommendation d;i.rectly from SCCGIS.

School of General and I nterdisciplinary Studie s (SCCGIS_)
Purpose: While a univer sity must continua lly strive
t o ma intain its traditional functions, it must also be
f l ex ible e nough to allow innov.a tion. An educational
s yste m, if it is t o survive , must always strive for
a bal ance bet we e n the r ichnes s of its past and the novelty
of t he p r e sent. One way o f providing i nnovation is to
institute a School of Gen~ra l and Inte rdisciplinary
Stud ie p .
"SCCGIS" is to be an integral part of t he College
of Liberal Studie s, but wit h a mission to provide a
f lexible creative curriculum. The schoo.l is invested
with curricular autonomy with t he understanding that
course s offered by SCCGIS will not duplicate department
offering.s and that the major emphas is will be placed on
interdisciplinary studies and courses leading to a
b accalaureate degree in general studies. Provision
s hould a lso be made for independent study and tutorial
work .
In September, 1 9 71, one branch of SCCGIS will open
at Gorham and one at Portland. These two branches shall
enroll a total of 200 students registered as members
of SCCGIS, with additional places servicing up to 500
students on a part-time basis. The equivalent of twent}
fu l l-time f a culty members will comprise the teaching
staff.
Associate Dean : A search for an associate dean for
SCCGIS s hould begin imine diately. The associate dean
shall be r e sponsible for developing programs to meet
the demands for general and interdisciplinary studies
on both campuses. When the enrollment of the initial
interdisciplinary school reaches 300, either a new
interdisciplinary school or an additional branch of the
initial one should be developed.
An advisory planning committee drawn from students
from all four years, faculty, and the associate dean
will develop the curricul1m to be offered in Se ptember
1971, and determine the s tudent composition of SCCGIS.

Th~ initial student bocty will include students
in c.tl.l four yf:Jars. At least two mombtirs of' tht::
baccaJ.aureate subcommittee of tm~ Au Hoc
Committee on Academic Organization should be on
this plannin6 committde.
Fa.cul t;.x-: All U.iYl.PG fc.i.Cul ty ap_pointt::d to tuach in

School of F:i.ne and Applied Arts
Purpose: The purpose of the School of Fine and Applied
Arts shall be to enhance the cultural life of the
citizens of Sou~hern Maine hy providing a focus for
their artistic needs, to provide the university community
with access to quality educational and artistic experiences in a variety of media, to provide all students
of the University of Maine at Portland··Gorham with
e lective choices and opportunities to express themselves
through creati ve e fforts, and to provide majors in the
fine and applied arts with the opportunity to realize
their goals.
Direct or :

A search for the director of the School of

Fineand Applied Arts should begin im.rnediately ,. The
director shall be responsible for implementing the
goa ls of t~e school and· such other tasks as may be
stipulated by university regulations.
Faculty: The School of Fine and Applied Arts will
include initially the depaxtrnents of Art, Music and
Theatre/Speech with their existing faculties.
Honors Proqr2.m

The Honors prog~am is designed to afford the exceptionally
able student in any unc'lc.cgraduate baccalaureate program
both the greatest possible opportunity for indzpendent
study and thorough expo3ure to a variety of fields of
knowledJe in a small group atmosphere.
The Honors Progre.m s hould receive a budget allocation
. reflecting the re sponsibilities and services of the
program. The Director of the Honors Program, in consultation with the Honors Committee, will prepare the
Honors budget and be responsible for allocating the
funds. The program will be expanded to serve the Portland
and Gorham campuses.

SCvGIS sh,"1.1 be m~mbers of de1J&.rtmt1nt:;,. AIJ.y
faculty memuer not in a departm...::nt shall be
Go s t: lt hi 0 s tim8. t e d Lho. c; Lhe f i r s t ydar cost
recommendt:id 1·or ·,q;lJOintm.... nt to .:>COul;j b;t th~
f ? r t h0 Honors . l? rogr,illl f or a bout 90 students
wil l not exc ee d ~16,ooo.
school or coll~t;;o oi' which bts is a mt:1mber.
To insure u constwit flow of now ap~roach~s

to learning in .>CUU.I.::>, !a.cul ty arutll be limited
to a maximum of three years• continuous t~aching
in ~COul~.
•
.
Present tenured faculty may ap!JlJ for
el. thar full or part-time teachin6 in ~C01..iL3.
Cw-rantl.r emi)lOyed non-tenured faculty in• terestud in toaching ln .:iCOOl~ wid reqUdStcd for
jQ ()li L3 by the as s ociate dec:iil, must be a.~,tJroved
f or trunsfer to ~ OOI,;:, b;t tha faculty m~mber• s
de l,iartment. A n on-t~nurc:d facul t.1 mt:mber ap~ointed to .:iCOGI~ will tea.oh at least one course
in, and under t he sui:,orvision of, his dep&.rtmunt .
New f a.cul ty _prOi'OSed .for teaching in .:iC0liiS
muut be recommenddd for ap,t>Ointment t o tht;; UlllPG
faculty t.Jy . both tht: d~partment and t h~ a ssociate
dean of ~OOIS. To insure tha'i the dep1;;.rtmant

Funds allocated for salaries will be used to hire qualified
faculty r eplacements for the faculty members attached to
the Honor Programs who have been released from departmental
teaching responsibilities .
I t is anticipated that there will be an average of
fifteen d ifferent Junior and Senior honors projects each
year. A faculty member will receive three hours released
time from his departmental t e aching responsibilities after
he has directed three honor student projects.
It i s recognize d that $5 , 000 per year must be ~llocated for faculty replaceme nt and t hat money expended i n any
year is encumbered for future payments (facult y members
direct ing pro jects wilJ be allowed to b ank the ir hours
until t hey have directed thre e p ro j ect s a nd are enti tled
to t he r e leased time ) . Faculty members will a r range f or
their released time with their de partment chairman or
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other appropriate official. After a faculty replacement
has been employed, the department chai'rman will request
that the Director of Honors prov;de for the payment of
the replacement.
2.

School of Business and Economics
a.

Purpose: 'l'he School of Business and J::conomics is
designed to provide students with the opportunity to
secure either a degree in a program in business administration or a bachelor of arts or a bachelor of
science degree in economics.

b.

Director: A search for the director of the School of
Business and Economics should beg in immediately. The
director shall be responsible for implementing the goals
of the school and such other tasks as may be stipulated
by university regulations.

c.

3.

4.

5.

Faculty: The School of Business and 'Economics will
include initially the department_s of Business and Economics
with their existing faculties (excluding two-year
business faculty).

School of Nursing
a.

Purpose : In order to prepare the student for nursing
in today's world and for the future, the program of the
School of Nursing is designed to prepare a nurse who
(1) can make relevant, effective responses to the needs
of people by providing direct nursing care, (2) demonstrate
an ability to work effectively to coordinate nursing
care in various settings, and (3) identify her role as
a professional nurse in the broad conununity.

b.

Director: The director of the School of Nursing shall
be responsible for implementing the goals of the school
and such other tasks as may be stipulated by university
regulations.

c.

Faculty: The School of Nursing will include initially
the departments of Community Health, Fundamentals, Maternal
and Child Health, Medical-Surgical Nursing, and Psychiatric
Nursing with their existing faculties.

School of Education
a.

Pµ.rpose: The primary goal of teacher education is to
~elop teachers and students who are lifelong learners.

b.

Director: A search for the director of · the School of
Education should begin immediately. The director shall
be responsible for implementing the goals of the school
and such other tasks as may be stipulated by university
regulations.

c.

Faculty: The School of Education will include initially
tho departreents of Elementary, Foundations, Physical
Education, and Secondary with their existing faculties.

School of Engineering and Technology
a.

Purpose: The School of Engjneering and Technology
proposes to offer programs in Engineering, Industrial
Arts and Trade and Industry. The program in Engineering
will be relutively _unique and not available at any other
institution in Mnine. The proposed Engineering program .
will be highly interdisciplinary ahd significantly
different from that of any proJram offered in the College
of T.8chnology at Orono. The Industrial Arts program
is designed to p1:epare teachers of industrial arts for
elementary and secondary schools who have the ability
to plan, orc::, anizG, teach, a.11d 2.dminis ter an approvable
program. The Trade and Incustry program is designed
to prepare instructors for the teaching of vocationalindustrial and/or technical subjects in the high schools
and post-secondary schools of the state of Maine.

b.

Director: A search for the director of the School of
Engineering and Technology should begin immediately.
ThP. di~ector shall be responsible for L~plementing
the goals nf tl,e school and ~uch other tasks as
may be sti;:iulated by u~iversity rP-gulat~ons •

c.

•
Faculty: The School of Engineering
and Technology ·Will
i:1clndi init:!.al::.y the depc1.rtments of Engineering,
Industrial Arts, and Trade and Industry with their
existiag facl.lties.
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Related Matters of Acagemic Organization:
a. Facultt Or~anization: The University of Maine
at PorJ.an -Gorham shall be organized into
departments, sc~ools and colleges. Subject to
later changes, they shall be related to each
other as indicated by the chart describing
the academic organization. A representativ~
committee should be ~ormed to advise the
academic vice-president on the solution of
specific personnel problems created by the merger.
De~artment. A fundamental academic unit of the
university is the department, which sha11 consist
of all full-time faculty with the rank of instructor or above in a field or fields of
scholarship or teaching. The general faculty
-ef each college or _school shall have authority
to recommend the establishment, change or
discontinuance of departments.
School. A fundamental academic unit of the university is the school which shall consist of faculty
in closely related, professionally oriented fields.
Schools may or may not be organized into departments.
The general faculty of each college, shall have the
authority to recommend to the UMFG government the
estaplishment, change or discontinuance of schools.
All schools shall have a director as their chief
administrative officer, except for the School of Law
which shall have a dean and SCCGIS which shall have
an asi:;ociatc dean.
Special Programs. Special programs shall be defined
and orga.-.ized on an ad hoc bas is by the administration
in consultation with the university ~nvernment or the
general faculty.
Colleg!:.. Departments, schools, or special programs
may be grouped together into colleges. The general
faculty of UMEG has the authority to recommend the
establishment, .change, or discontinuance of colleges.
The chief administrative officer of a college shall be
the dean.
b.

General Education Requirement : The general education
requirements of UMEG shall consist of thirty hours
with at least six hours in any intP-rdisciplinary course*
and the remaining 24 honrs consisting of 6 hours of )
interdisciplinary or dep.c rrt~ental courses from each
of the following academic g'roupings:

Humanities (foreie:71 lan 5-ua~e & cla.aeics,
philosopey, and En~ish)
Fine & Applied Art_! (art, music, speech
& theatre)
Science & Mathematica (mathematics, biolo61,
& physical sciences)
Social Sciences ( sociolotiY, social welfare,
history, economics, geograplJ¥
& anthropology, political.
science, and psychology)
Depar'tmental courses in the student•a maJor
area 'llJB3 not be ap~lied toward £ulfil1ment of
the General Educution requirement.
·General ~du.cation courses taken in SOOGIS
mas be applied toward fulfillment of the
Goneral. Bducation requirement where equivalent
up to the anti~ 30 hours.
A student who has matriculate• before
September 19711D8.J' elect to complete hie General
Education requirom~nts under the provision•
stated above.
The committee recommends to the sohoola
and College of Liberal Studies that the principle
of _flexibility and options for student• be
honored in aotting degree require.menta.
*Each of the four academic groupings will develop at leaai
one interdisciplinary core cQurse to be offered eaoh
academic year, beginning in Septembur 1972. It is
recommended that the initi-al. course or courses be developed
by an. ad hoc committee of appropriately elected students
and at least one elected faoul ty member from each depariment
of the group.
c.

Advisory Council for Innovative Learning Practices: The
Council shall have equal numDer of students arid faculty
representing all elements of the University. The VicePresident for Academic Affairs will be a member of the
Council.
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The purpose of the Council is to provide "seed"
money for planning new approaches to learning. The
administration will provide a fund for allocation by
the Advisory Council. It is recommended that the
minimum annual sum available be $20, 000. The Council
will not fund equipment or supplies if duplicate funds
are available from other sources.
A faculty member or several members jointly may
apply directly to the Council afte·r determining that
department and college funds are not available for the
project proposed. Students may apply to the Council
for funds to plan student initiated learning experiences.
d.

Advisory Council for Research: The purpose of the council
is to provide, where possible, profitable coordin~tion
among university, state, and area research interests;
to stimulate, through start-up grants, the solution
of basic and applied problems of local concern; to encourage, by means of assistantships, participation by
undergraduate students in research projects both on and
off Co.mpus.
The membership of the council · should include the .
Vice-President of Academic Affairs, the Director of
Public Service, ~he Dean of the Graduate School, the
Federal Grant Coordinator, one member of the graduate
faculty of each school, four members of the graduate
f aculty from the CoJ.lege of Liberal Studies, and one
member of the faculty of the School of Law.
It is recommended that a minimum of $20,000 be
available annually for all ocation by the council.

e.

Admissions: Each college or school shall set its own
e ntrance requirements subje ct to review of a University
committee on a.a miss ions policy. Each college or school
shall make explicit statements about substitution of nontraditional academic experie nce for formal course work.
The i~tent is that we not bind ourselves to the ordinary
secondary scliool experience in judging a person's qualifications for a program in the university. Specific
mention should be made relative to ~ntrance requirements
for foreign students, transfer students and special
students. A University committee on admissions policy
should be formed immediately to spell out the specifics
of policy for admiss-ion to UMFG •

f.

Advanced Placement and Equ.i.valence: Each student qf
the university should be allowed to enter at a level
consonant with his achieveme nts and be afforded the
opportunity to progress at an unimpeded rate. Consequently
we recoL1I11end that
1) .

~ppropriate core or general education requirements
be considered as having been satisfied if a person's
score is at or above a specified percentile in the
appropriate CIEP, Gene ral Area Exar.iination or
Subject Examination and that the corresponding degree
c:r,,Jdi.ts be granted. A UMl?G policy statement will
appear in the catalogue.

2) . Each major program, school and college be required

to make an explicit statemGnt on its policy relative
to Advanced Placement by CEEB examinations. This
statement shall appear in the UMFG . catalogue • It is
further recommended that advanced placement (with
degree credit at the option of the student) be
given if a score of 3, 4, or 5 is obtained in the
appropriate subject examination.
3)

g.

h.

Each major program, srhool and college consider
acad~mic equivalence .t or experience gained in such
programs as VISTA, Peace Corps, foreign travel, etc.

Calendar: A full si:udy of the existing calendar should
be conducted after the fina l academic organizat ion is
approved by the Board of Tr..istees. The cale:-idar for
_1971-1972 should recognize the commitment of the committee to a flexible academic program.
Grad~!;.'l: The grading system of the university should be
ca:i::c::11lly studied to dete n nine if present grading policies
fulfill th<: c.-1::jectives of t lle uni vers ity. It is recommended
th<1t the pass-fail option be conthmed and that alternative
procedures for the evaluation of students be investigated.

1. Courses on Toflics of Interas~a £ach department
or school sho d have the op~ortunity to develop
and offer one or more c ourses each semester on a
t opic or topics of current interest to faculty
and students. It is recommended t hat each
academic area with_ a spuoific · catalog prefix
(e.g.--Hy, Py, Ms) be assign~d one course numbe r
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(e.g.--1.9 9) 'tllai baa neither a oourae i1ua nora
course description. fhe oourse nuaber aaould be
the same tor all deparaenia or schools. A
department or aohool ahould be peraitted to ofter
a course on a specific topio onl.7 once under tilat
number and for a maxiawa of four hours oredit.
A student should be permitted to register for
this oourae number more than once for credit.
j ..

Int~rim Ce~a:rtn:er.tal and Schcol Res:i:cns~g_it~~: All
acade"rnku'iiitslee"ntificd in the organization chart
are expected to develop, not later than April 1, 1971:
1.

a unified list of course offerings;

2.

a list showing the narr~ of the instructor and
the campus location for each course to be taught
during the academic year -1971-1972;

3.

a single set of requirements for each degree
program;

4.

a statement explaining whether a student may
receive academic credit · for Advanced.Plc.cement
CIEP, or other experience;

5.

a determination of the primary office location of
each faculty member;

6.

an operating structure, in accordance with the
campus governance str ucture, explaining the
procedures to be used in reaching academic, administrative, and personnel decisions;

7.

an advising system which ensures that students will
fully understand t heir options and requirements;

8;

a policy statement regarding academic credit for
off-campus or community activity.

'>

9. A plan to ensure, where sufficient 1"aoul.t7
strength and atu.den't interest are preaen't_,
that a wide aeleotion of course oi"feriBga
be available on bo'th oam.puatts without \Ulneoeasary duplication.
III. GRADUATE STUDIES
A.

Introduction:

A viable university cepter offers high quality graduate programs, UM:EG,
should. improve existing graduate program offerings and add new programs in
study areas and at degree levels commensurate with available resources and
demonstrated need.

This growth should occur as qualified faculty and research

resources increase.
B.

Recommendations:
1.

That there be a UMFG graduate organization:
a.

That a dean of graduate studies be named, who will
administer the program in accordance with the policies
established by ,the UMEG Graduate Faculty Advisory Council.

b.

That an interim UM:!=G graduate faculty committee be
cre ated by the president of UMFG to establish criteria
for the composition of a graduate faculty.

c.

That program changes and proposals for new offerings
be initiated by UMPG graduate faculty members at the
departmental ' or school level as resources are available
and as need is demonstrated.

d.

That the College of Liberal Studies and the separate
schools each establish a graduate committee to make
recomrr~ndations concerning the implementation of graduate
programs. Committee membership should be determined by
representative standards.

e. That a UMPG Graduate Paoul ty Advisory Counoil be
established to advise the praeidant through the
Dean of Graduate ~tudiaa and to make raoomaendat~oaa
to hill oonoerning graduate programa and to inaure
coo_perative course and ~rogram ofi"aringa within
UM.PG.

PA.GE
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2.

That there be a system-wide University of Maine graduate
organization:
a.

That a state-wide - Graduate Faculty Coordinating Council
representing each graduate center, and reporting to the
Vice-Chancellor for Academic Affairs be created to
provide the maximum cooperation possible among the
graduate centers. The Coordinating Council should
have the power to recomI!lend approval . of new graduate
degree programs in the Univers.i ty of Maine system.
rJ.

A.

The School of Law

Introduction:
The law school offers a three-year, full-time, graduate professional

program leading to the J.D. degree.

As the only center for the teaching

of law in northern New England, the law school has a special obligation
to assist the bench and bar in their efforts to improve the legal system.
The school seeks to engender a sense of professional responsibility in ·
its students and to contribute the benefits of scholarship to the academic
community, the legal profession, agencies of government and the general
public.

The , research activities of the law faculty extend over a wide

range of soc~al problems.

Classroom work is supplemented by legal writing,

clinical practice, drafting, and advocacy programs designed to promote
professional skills.
B.

Recommendation:
The · university of Maine School of Law should be administratively a part

of the University of Maine at Portland-Gorham, its dean reporting to the
vice-president for academic affairs on academic matters and subject to the
direction of the president with respect to its general policies.
V.
A.

Public Service

Introduction:
Univers~ty public service is a concept difficult to define.

Although

it is usually thought of as one of the _triµmvirate of university functions,
it can and often does include the other two:

'resldent . instruction and

research.
Public service is the outreach of . the university to society at _large.
It extends the resources of the campus to in~ividuals ~and ~roups who are

' .

not part of the regular academic community; and it also brings the academic

..

"·J;

institutions,,.' special competence to. bear on society's problems by convert9

i~~ knowledge into :· readily useable forms. . It can · take place on . or off:

campus and c€-n be ;related to .either. the goyerrimental or private sectors of
-:

'j;-'

~-~~ ~. •

·!" ••

;_

ou~ national life. '
Two coI!\fuit.tee~ were appointed in the . past year to s,t udy and make recom..

)~,

'.
• ....

I

~

.-~

...

:

.,·.

-

~

·" · mendations ci9nc.e rn'ing public service and continuing education.

In

the

:-

spring of 19:;70,, the Chancello.r appointed a public service task fol::"ce to
stuay the state wide organization and its objectives.
its report in June.
· Chancellor

to ·develop

This task force made

In the sununer, the Administrative Council aske.d the
a plan for the decentralization of the state wide

Continuing kducation Division.

This plan is in the final stages of

development and it is anticipated that it will be implemented at .the
beginning of the spring semester, 1971. ·
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DISCONTENTMENT
HARE KRISHNA: OBSERVATIONS OF
AN OUTSIDER
BY MAX MILLARD

"GROPPI IS A rougher type
t ype character than the
Berrigans'. However, such
people are necessary."

~

I feel I may eventually be
able to combine the priesthood and a political life.
VIKING: Why do you feel some
Of these priests are runing for public office?
BRANNIGAN:
I think they are
running out of frustration.
Last Spring I went to a convention in California and
met a priest from New York
who was running for a local
office. He was doing it out
of desperation; the only way
he felt he could help the
poor, downtrodden people in
his area was through the
political process.
VIKING: _ Another priest who
has been prominent in pofitical issues is Father
Groppi from Milwaukee. What
would be your opinion of
him?
BRANNIGAN: Groppi is a rougher
type character then the
Berrigans. However, such
types of people are necessary.
VIKING: Do you feel that
the civil disobedience of
such people is warranted?
BRANNIGAN: Jesus Christ disobeyed a lot of laws in his
time which He felt were unjust.
I feel that Daniel
Berrigan was right in what he
did.
In a perfect society,
nobody would break laws, but
We don't live in a perfect
society. We sent people
to jail in Nuremberg for not
breaking laws.
It's too bad
Dan Berrigan has to break
laws; it's too bad we have to
· send him to jail; it's too
bad he has to sit there for
five y~ars.
However, I
think if we end the Vietnam
War it will be people like
him who mobilized people like
me who didn't have the fortitude to carry out our convictions.
VIKING: How much effe·ct did
he have upon you personally?
BRANNIGAN: I met him when he
came to Colby College about
two weeks after he returned
from Vietnam.
That was about
three years ago when I was
really on the fence concerning
the Vietnam War.
Talking with
him I became emotionally moved.
I felt if he was willing to go
to jail for what he believed
the least I could do was to
support the anti-War movement.

Before coming to Boston, I
had never heard of the Hare
Krishna people. But on the
first day of classes I saw
them chanting in front of BU's
student union - a group of
seven or eight barefoot youths,
. men and women, dressed in long
robes and dancing to the
rhythm of drumbeats, handclap~
and tiny golden cymbals. Their
angelic faces reflecting an
inner peace and fulfillment,
the devotees chanted their
Hindu mantra with a fervor
that would put . to shame any
Christian congregation north
of Billy Graham Country:
Hare Krishna Hare Krishna
Krishna Krishna Hare Hare
Here Rama Hare Rama
Rama Rama Hare Hare
While I was standing there
in fascination, one of the
devotees approached me with a
tray of apple · slices and · a
stack of Hare Krishna cards.
I made a small donation - f _o r
the group has no other means
of income - and talked with
the youth for several minutes.
Although I had been observing
the chanters purely for
reasons of entertainment, the
devotee with the apples spoke
with such sincerity that I
promised to visit the Temple
in the near future.
The Temple, or Center for
Krishna Consciousness, is located at 40 North Beacon St.
about a mile from BU.
It
serves both as a center of
worship and as living quarters
for some forty devotees. The
Temple is immaculately clean
throughout.
Beautiful paintings depicting scenes of the
Spiritual World adorn the
walls of nearly every room No
television or radio is ever
heard inside the Temple, nor
are there any books or magazines besides those which expound the Krishna Philosophy.
The spiritual master or tne
Krishna cult, an Indian mystic
named A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami,
is seen in numerous photographs in every corner, while
an intercom transmits his
recorded chants to all sections
of the Temple.
The devotees live very
humbly. They get up · at about
6 A.M. and spend the entire
day mediating, reading
scriptures and travelling
around Boston on chanting missions such as that which I witnessed at BU. Their diet
consists largely of vegetables
and rice - meat, milk and ·
eggs are not allowed - and
other natural foods which are
prepared into exotic dishes
of India. Every evening,
classes on the Bhagavad Gita the holy book of Hinduism are taught in the Temple. Outsiders are welcome at any
time, but on on Sunday evening
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do most of them feel completely comfortable there.
This is
because every Sunday the
outsider visitors outnumber
the devotees by more · than two
to one as they come to take
part in the weekly transcendental feast.
The transcendental feast
begins at 5:00. On entering,
visitors are asked to remove
their shoes and socks, to dip
their feet in a tub of water
and to climb the stairs to the
central worship room.
Here
everyone chants in front of
the altar, swaying and clapping while a pungent inc-ense
fills the air with sweet
fumes.
The chanting lasts
for half an hour or so, afterwhich a sermon is presented.
The Krishna philosophy is very
simple.
It can perhaps be explained best by using an
analogy:
As long as your hand is attached to the body, it is
worth millions of dollars to
you.
But once that hand is
cut off, it becomes worthless.
In the same way, our lives are
worthless if we live them only
to satisfy our selfish motives.
But once we become conscious
of God (Krishna), we can see
that we are Part of Him.
Like
a severed hand which .has been
re-attached to the body, our
lives take on new meaning at
precisely the moment that we
become Krishna-conscious.
After the sermon, everyone
goes into other rooms to partake of the feast.
An hour
or more is spent eating the
food and conversing with the
devotees.
Finally, a play
is presented in the worship
room. to close out the ·evening's activLties.
On leaving the Temple, the
outsider feels like he has
passed the last three hours
on .another planet instead of
a house on North Beacon Street.
I myself am too worldlyminded to break my ties with
civilization for more than
three hours.
But sometimes I can"t help envying the
Hare Krishna people, who can
live from day to day with no
anxiety for the morrow.

Flews ... • ......
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CED Continues to Grow
When it began in August, 1966,
there were only 150 students,
enrolled. As of the Fall of
this year there are 684 enrollments in the program. Mr.
Farrar describes the program
as a "you prove it program."
What is meant by this term is
that the student must prove
to admissions, the faculty,
and himself, that he can do
college work.
The deffered
degree progrm1 gives a person a chance to go to college
by completing 30 credit hours,
the equivalent to the number
of hours required of a
freshman in college, and at
the same time, maintaining
at least a 2.0 accumlative
average. Those enrolled
in the program have until 4
years to complete their courses
if they wish to enter a
baccalaureate course; whereas
LIGHTS GLOW IN PAYSON-SMITH HALL, one classroom
a student who is hoping to enbuilding where U~P CED students _take evening courses.
ter an associate program has
only
three years for compleby Johri J. O'Neill
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • t i o n .· However, most students
On the night Continuin9 Edu- land campus or from the C.E.D.
finish the program within two
cation Division (C.E.D.) offistaff itself. All the inor two and a half years.
The
structors must first be apcials came to U.M.P., then
accumulative average is greatPortland University, they
proved by the graduate council er than that required .of a freshfound the lights out, the doors in Orono before they can teach man because of ciriticism that
locked and no one around.
on the graduate level.
it would be easier to do well
"They were not used to opening
Since last year there has
because of the amount of time
at night," said Mr. Walter
been a limitation placed on
allowed to complete the credit
Fridinger, actinq state directhe number of day students en- hours.
Upon sucessful completor of C.E.D. At that time,
rolled in the C.E.D. courses.
tion of the program, a student
there exi~ted only an extension The instructors themselves
will be recommended by Mr.
program fn education which was
establish the number of day
Farrar to the Admissions Office
primarily for teachers and was
students they can fit in their to be admitted to the Univerheld on Saturday mornings and
classes and report this number sity as a ._sophomore.
during the summer months. Now,
to the Reqistrar's Office.
Those enrolled in the proon weeknights, the lights are
When the limit. is reached in
ram may ,be adults w40 have no
on, the doors are open and
a class, there will· not be
high school record or lack the
every available space is used
any more . day students . admitbackground 0n the material
as a classroom for students en- ted to that class.
covered in the current S.A.T. ·~
rolled in the C.E.D.
There are 800 to 900 stuThere also are some recent
When the courses first began dents from the day program
high school graduates who did
in the Fall of 1962, there were enrolled i~ C.E.D~ courses
not meet the standard admisonly 936 registrations and 43
this semester. There are
sion requirements of the Unicourses were offered.
In conseveral r~asons for this
versity when applying to UMP.
trast, this Fall there were
limitation. The ContinuThey were referred to the Pro4,558 students registered and
ing Education Division is
gram by the Admissions Office.
170 to 175 courses were offered. financially independent· -Mr. Farrar feels that they are
Statwide, there are five major
of the University and operates at a disadvantage in the proC.E.D. centers with a total
within its own budget.
Day
gram because "thev are not
competing with their own peer
registration of 12,008. These
students can take C.E.D.
centers are in Lewiston, Aucourses without charge and,
group " and "are in a pr1mar11.y
due to the increasing· lack of
gusta, Orono, Presque Isle,
adult group." However, the
space, they sometimes prevent
and Portland.
deferred degree program acan adult who would pay the $66 cepts them because there is
When asked the main purpose
·not a program especially suited
of C.E.D., Mr. Fridinger stated tuition from being in the
class.
"We cannot afford to
for them and it "does not want
it was "to give the opportunto deny them the chanoe"
·
do
this
any
longer,"
stated
ity to adults to do part-time
study in the evenings for
Mr. Farrar.
It is not that
There are other bureaus
the C.E.D. does not want to
which operate in C.E.D. The '
professional or educationa1.
Bureau. of Comrnunity Services
teach the day students, he
advancement or for self- ·
is responsible for the grant
explained,
but
its
primary
improvement. " He added that
responsibility
is
to
adults
to the Urban Adult Learning
some adults enroll ir courses
and
graduate
students.
HowCenter
and its overall admini~
just for "the enjoyment of
ever,
the
Director
of
Counselstration.
It is involved in
learning something new or
·the coordination of proqrams
different." .
ing added that the Continuing
such as those on the subjects
Education Division does
The Continuing Educations
of
anthro~ology and mathema- ~
realize
that
this
is
a
comrnuter
Division is "the administracampus and that some of the
ti: Ve arm Of the ac.ademi C In
tics on the ETV network.
There is also a Bureau of Pro:students must take both the
said Mr. John Farrar, Director
of Counseling. What is meant
fessional Health Education
day and the C.E.D. courses bewhich
is responsible for com- .
cause they work.
He reaf- .
b y this, the Director of Counfirmed
the
fact
that
in
cases
muni
ty
programs for allied
..
seling ex~lained, is thaf "we
health
services.
in
addition,
of extreme urgency something
(C.E.D.) do the administration
.there is a CoOrdinator of Con:could be worked out.
and the faculty does the
There are various bureaus .
ferences · and S~ort Courses,
teaching." Only half the inand programs within the C.E.D.
whose work :i,ncludes the runstructors in the courses · are
complex . .,.on. such program is
ning of one or · two day ' semifrom the day program; the other
nars 'for professional people. _
the
deffered
degree
pro9ram.
half are from outside the Port,,q.

Dec.

Senate · to -Study
,Academic Report

0

The UMP Student Senate voted
Thursday to set-up an ad hoc
committee to study and make recommendations on the recently
proposed Academic Organization
report.
Junior Senator Martin
Murphy and Freshman Sen·ator
Frank Maiorino were appointed to
the committee. They will select
other students to serve on it.
The committee will report its
findings at a open hearing on
the report scheduled for this
Thursday.
·
In _other action Senate
President Jerry Mccann appointed himself and junior
Richard ' Small to the Dean Selection Committee. The committee, which is charged to
recommend a candidate for the
position of UMPG Dean of Students, wai criginall~ stated
to have five students from
each campus. The new composition is four students and two
each of faculty and administration.
The senate also approved a
$200 grant to the newly formed
campus literary magazine, .
Lighthouse; and approved the
constitution of the Soccer ·
Club.
... President Mccann announced
that . students who have received~a 1-A draft classifications and - who think they
should have a 2-S (student
deferm~nt) classification,
should report to the registrar's office as some con-

/
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fusion in reporting has beerl
noticed. ~
· · ·
·
McCan11: also announced that
the senate will meet with its
attorneys in executive session sometime this week to
decide further action in
the tuition issrie~

Orono. Student
Senate to Sue
The Student Senate of the
University of Maine ot Orono
has voted to bring legal action against the university's
College of Arts and Sciences
at that campus.
The students claim they
have the "right-to-knew"
the proceedi~qs of the A&S
facrilty council sessions.
They want to be able to
attend the council meetings ·of that college. ~he council
now allows two _ stu_d ents participating members and a member of the studen~ press.

Yearbook Photos to be Ta·ken
by John M. Day, Editor
Senior graduation photographs which will be utilized in the production of
the 1970-7l ' yearbook, The
Log, will be taken starting Tuesday Dec. 8 and running
all day Wed. Dec. 9 and Thurs.
Dec. 10. The Stevens Studios
which will take the pictures
is a Bangor £irm recognized

Imagine skiing the "Gentle Giant," ·
Jackson Hole, with Suzy Chaffee
and Pepi Steigler . It's part of
SALOMON SKI BINDING'S
special college contest. Includes
round-trip air fare from your
hometown to Jackson Hole,
room, all meals, lift tickets, lessons
and a free pair of SALOMON SKI
BINDINGS! Glamorous former
U.S. Ski Team member Suzy and
Olympic gold medalist Pepi will
be there for personal instruction
-or just fun-skiing. Enter today.
SALOMON BINDING "SKIWEEK"
CONTEST RULES

.

Ifs easy! Just write a funny caption for this
whacky Bob Cram cartoon. Use ""SALOMON BIN DINGS"' in the caption somewhere and mail
to us along w ith the cartoon, your name, address
and ski de.ale,. Enter as many times as you like.
Contest closes midnight December 31, 1970. En tries will be judged on the basis of originality and
humor and remain the property oi A & T Ski
Company. Top runn er- up entries will rece ive free
SALOMON BINDINGS. -
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*Be sure to use SALOMON BINDINGS within your caption . f

I
I
I
Address- - - - - - - - - - - - - II

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

City _ _ _ _ _State _ _ _ _Zip _ _ _ :
College _ __

___________

Name of your Ski Dealer

) ,~; ,~:111
°"">..,/
::~~<!:::•

I

~:~~e~~i~si~~LEGE CONTEST, A & T SK! COMPANY
1725 Westlake Avenue North, Seattle, Washington 98109
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nationally for its work in
graduation photography.
The companies representatives will be here only on
these three dates so anyone
desiring either graduation
photographs or ye_a rbook
proofs must make an appointment with the Student Union
office. There will be 6-8
proofs received within a week
to 10 days of the sitting.
This years yearbook will
be called The Log: Record of
a Voyage and will detail not
only the events this year ,
but also survey the ,history
of UMP from the old Deering
Estate to the merger with
Gorahm.
In style the book
will be nautical with printing, alvertising and layout
circa 1880.

Congressional Internship Offered
Congressman Peter N. Kyros
has an opening for a girl to
be an intern in his Washington
office. The internship runs
from 2 February to 1 June 1971.
Six hours of academic bredit
(political science) are given;
the intern will receive a ·
modest allowance for living
expenses from the Congressman's staff funds.
An applicant should be a
UMPG stµdent ·Kho is a resident o _f Mr. Kyros' district
(the first).
She must be neat
and personable, with the kind
of personality suited to
meeting and assisting the
public. Applicant should be
in her junior year.
Although
a: ~ocial sciences major ' ~dri1a ·
be helpful, there is no restriction as to field.
Some
interest i ri public affairs is,
of cou r s e, desi r able.
Typing
ab i lity is necessary, sufficient -to prepare presen t able
letters to contituents.
The primary duty of the
position is that 6f receptionist. Other duties include
answering constituent mail~
and possibly some minor
research chores arising out of
the mail or other of the Congressman's requirements.
There is an opportunity to
attend committee hearings of
the House, and to participate
in other Congressional staff
functions.
This is an opportunity for a young woman to
acquire an interesting and
exciting new range of
experiences.
Application forms will be
available in the Social
Sciences office, LBH, Tuesday,
December 1. Applications
should be in no later than
Friday, Deqember 11. The
successful candidate will be
notified by December 18~
.
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$
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~
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$Dec.9th, .Wed., 3 P.M. --- -$-·
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SPORTS
STICKY FINGERS AWARD

r-

In Flag Football it is often
quite hard, if not frustrating,
to snatch the flag off from a
evading runner, and to find
someone who time after time
grabs and secures the flag is
very rare indeed. However,
this year there are two such
individuals who stood out far '
above the rest.
Congratulations go to Jerry McAullef of
the Res Ipsas, and Jeff Welsh
of the Cosa Nostra.
In fact, McAullef was so good he did
it one handet, due to a shoulder separation, and with
Welsh his theivery was so outstanding it seemed he did it
with his eyes closed. Again
gentlemen , congratulations.
I'd shake your hands, but
chewing gum and tar are hard
to wash off.
WHISTLE AWARD
~he second award given this
year is the Whistle Award.
To
be a recipient of this
cherished award, one has to
be able to yell all officials,
be bias in your decisions, be
innocent beyond belief, know (
every cuss word invented, be
able to shed a tear when
needed, and above all be able
to act hu mble when awarded a
game winning penalty.
Those selected this year for
the honor of honors are: Pete
Detroy, Joe Troiano,and the
entire first year Law students.
(commoningly called the mouthpieces).

Intramural Sports
HANDBALL LEAGUE
TO BE FORMED
Coach Folsom has announced
that a new intramural activity
will be initiated this week -Intramural Handball League.
Interested players should
submit a roster of three men
with tel. numbers and home
addresses~
There will be an
organizational meeting on
Tuesday, Dec. 8 at 1 pm in the
gymnasium classroom. - Coach
Martin will organize and
supervise the league.
Preliminary plans call for
matches of two singe games
and one doubles game and a
minimum of one match per
week.
Play will be on a
ladder basis so that teams
will always be competing
with oponents of about equal
ability.
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were too much for the freshmen
CHRISTMAS VACATION
as ~earn X ran away with the
GYM HOURS
ball game ... Faculty 43 - G&B
!1 The faculty squeaked out
Mon. -FrL
1 PM-5 PM
a win over last year's chamns
Closed Saturday
G&B, as Gavin and Martin
Closed Christmas & New Years
teamed up well as cool heads
preyailed ... UMP 64 - SMO
44 It appeared that SMO was
going to win it but both
Perron and Beattie came through
in fine fashion to secure the
win for UMP.
Paul was SMO's
best ... Devil Advocates 54 US 24 The first year law had
too many and too much for US
as they controled the game
from the first whist~e ...
Joint Tortfeasors 60 - Dice
35 The Tortfeasors continue
their winning ways (Football)
as Sitarz and Detroy led the
way over Dice in their mutual
openinq ... Molemen 75 Pistons 47
With Nichols
and DiPietro anchoring the
ONE OF UMP'S NICER ASSETS,
team, the Molemen had too
Carol
Comber, a junior scraps
much for Gobiel and comice
from
the windshield of her
pany ... Team X 71 - Vikings
car
as
Winter
approaches.
24 Completely outmanned
Carol
recently
took the plunge
the Vikings gaveit a good
and
engaged
herself
to UMP's
effort, but Brown, B~ardi
CPU
notable,
John
Deetjen.
and Don passed and shot
'..._. ._.
.-..-.
.._.
.._. ._. .._. .._.
superbly ... TEP 57 - Frosh
Floggers 27 Both Atkinson
and Dennisson we~e too
much height and ballhandling.
t
.
.. Pistons 47 - Vikings?
194 PARK AVE.
f
This was an eveningly matched
t
S_an.dwiches
game at the start but the
Vikings had a few new faces
t
Italian**** Meat ball
added where the Pistons had
"Original" Steak and Pepper,
all played . together before.
f
Sausage and Pe p per
Gobeil and Hoyt stoody out
t
for the Pistons ... Dice 31
Caters
to
Larg
e
Parti~s
- TEP 22 A good game for
t
Dice as they passed the ba l l
Under Ne w Mana g ement o f
on a stall v ery good as
Dan Lee--Former ti MP Student
t
Farrell and Blake led the
way.
TEP just couldn't get
tf
Completely Remodeledgoing as Viguedult stood
Just Three Blocks from UMP
out for the frat brothers.
~ ~

~ ~

I ~erroni's

~

Team X 71 - Frosh Floggers
c. Biardi and B. Door

,

t

•

t

GYM HOURS
8 AM-8 . PM
Mon.- Thurs.
8 AM-6 PM
Friday
l PM-3 PM
Saturday
(students only)
Sunday
,
1 PM-3 PM
(faculty and staff only)

f
f
f
f

HOURS:
9:30 AM to 11:00 PM
Monday****** Saturday
9:30 AM to 10:00 PM
Sunday

t
f
t

•

4

!
'-'~------~~~---~---~~---~~

t Avoid Waitin g Call~ .. 773-9314
. '
at 21 Ye a rs of Satisfact_ory .Service.

INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL

34

~,

t

UMP CHEERLEADERS: Kneeling
1 tor: RoAnne O'Wril, JoAnne
Germani; Standing 1 tor:
Kerry Johnson, Connie Goerzie,
Margie .Ranaghan.

by Dick Olesen

~

UMP CHEERLEADERS: Kneeling 1 tor: RoAnne O'Wril, ~JoAnne
Germani Standing 1 tor: Kerry Johnson, Connie Goe r zie,
Margie Ranaghan.

Dec.

7,

1970
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The Portland Symphony will
pres·ent a quartet per f o r mance
at 8 PM i n LBA. Ticke t s are
FREE to with a UMPG I D car d ,
$ l .50 to othe r students , and
$ 3 .00 t o adults.

Social News
Tuesday, December 8
SENIOR PHOTOS are being taken in the Student Union on
the Portland Campus today, the
8th and the 9th. If you are
a senior and haven't made an
appointment for your graduation photo, please do so now!
Wednesday, December 9
A NEW ROCK OPERA entitled
"Jesus Christ Superstar" will
be presented at 1:30 pm today
in the Student Union on the
Portland Campus. It is FREE_,
and everyone is welcome to
attend.
THE . ART THEATRE of the Portland Campus is presenting two
one-act play s f or the Christmas season. They a r e "In the
Gloaming , Oh My Darling" and
" Lon g Christmas Dinner" . Curtai n time is a t 8PM in Luth er
Bonney Auditorium on December
9 , 10, and 12 . There will be
a 2PM showing on Friday, December 11. Admission is in
the amo un t o f a 50 ¢ don a t ion .

SKI FILMS will be shown at
8 PM in the gym on t h e Portland campus . Commentary will
be by skier Ruedi Wyrsch. A
50¢ donation is asked.
The JOHN FORD FILM tonight
is "The Long Voyage Home." It
will be shown at 7:30 PM in
Bailey Hall en the Gorham campus.
Saturday, Decembe r 12
The JOHN FORD FILM tonight
is "Stagecoach." Please note
that it will be shown in Bailey Hall on the Gorham campus
and NOT on the Portland cam~
pus as shown in the schedule.
Sunday, December 13
The last JOHN" FORD FILM will
be shown tonight at 7:30 PM in
LBA on the Portland campus.
The film is " The Last Hurrah."

Milton Kessler,
Poet T'o Appear

( Se e st or y an d p icture on
page two ·of this paper)

FILM , "The Sun Shine s Bright"
is the John Ford offering tonight at 7:30 PM in Bailey
Hall on the Gorham campus.
Thursday , December 10
THERE WILL BE A LECTURE today
at 1 PM in room 326 Luther Bonne y Hall by Mr. John Hauck. The
subject will be "Opportunities
in Banking." There is no admission charge.
INTERNATIONAL FILM series
at Gorham this week offers
the movie "8 ~ " by Frederico
Fellini. This 196 3 Italian
release is 135 minutes long.
Show time is 7:30 PM in
Bailey Hall. Admission is FREE
to e v ery one!
THE GORHAM TREEHOUSE PLAYERS
wil l present the Japanese p l ay
"Rashomon" tonight, Friday a n d
Saturday at 8 PM in Russell
Hall. All seats are reserved ;
members of the UMPG Community
are charged $1, while tickets
to the public are $1.50. See
the story and picture elsewhere on this page.
Friday, December 11
THE UMPG CONCERT-~ECTURE
SERIES presents Mr. r,1il ton
Kessler, poet, at 4 PM today
in Luther Bonney Auditorium
on the Portland campus. Tickets at the door will cost 25¢
to members of UMPG and 50¢ to
the public·. Please read the
complete story elsewhere on
thi s p age.

t o b e · concen t r a tin g · on ~cues a nd mo tions. ,
This wr i t er part i c u l a r ly
enjoyed t he s cene s wit h t he
Wi g make r played by Ph ili p
Benne r J r. a nd th e tragic come dy ba tt le B e e n ~ between
the Samura i h u s b a n d , Mic h ael '
Brul o tte a nd t he b a ndit,
S teve Kelle y .
The s tag e it s elf is very
s i mp le in appearance. The basic stag e has been e x tended
out into the theatre at the
exnense of a few seats to enable three separate areas to
be employed. Darkness, not
curtains, is used between the
scenes to enable the players
to p osition themselves.
Li g htin g is used very _effectively alon~ with sound to '
supp ort the rather bare stag e.
In conclusion, RASHO MON is
a n interesting , and at times
exciting, production. Great
effort was exert~d to use perio d co s tumes, wi g s and p rops.
There a re three more evening
p er f orma nce s sc heduled: Thursday, F ri day a nd Sa turda y (De 1'.!ember 10-1 2) a t 8PM in Ru s sell Ha ll on t he Go r ham c amp us .

CAST MEMBERS OF RASHOMON,
Bill Wood, Ray Wynne, and Mike
Brulotte ,pose as they practice
a typical Samurai pose of
ancient Japan.

T'reehouse Players
Present ''Rashomon"
The Tr eeho u se Pl aye r s o f
th e no r ham c amnu s of UMPn are
now presen t inR: RASHor~oN , a
Ja n a nese d r a ma done i n t he
style of c l assic Japanese
t he at r e . The nlay , ba sed on a
1 0- th cen t ury Janan e se le ~cn d , p r ovi des the a u d i e nce
with seve r a l v a ri ed answe rs
t o t he anc i ent q~ es tion:
. "Wha t i s trut h ?"
The basic s to r y evolve s abo ut a Sanura i warrier, his
wife a nd a bandit. Th e pl ay
ope ns with the warrier dead;
a s e a ch witne ss t ells the
co ur se o f eve n ts a s he saw
t hem , it bec om es app arent
that ' 1 truth n is v e r y e lusive.
The dialo~ue i s o ften clever, but it renu i res close attenti o n by the a udience. _The
players a re all neonhytes to
t h e Treehouse st a ~e. an d some
lin es a re c o n s e n uen t l y weak
or los t as the act ors appear

On Fr i day, Decemb er 11, the
UMPG Concert-Lecture Series
will present Mr. Milton
Kessler, Poet , . at 4 p.m ; in
Luther Bonney Auditorium .
Three collec t ion s o f
Kessler ' s poetry are in print:
A Road Come Once, 1963;
Call e d Home , 1967; and most
recently Woodlawn Nor t h, 1970 .
He has had poetry printed in
The Nation, Paris: Re ~ iew,
Transatlantic Review and other
magazines.
He has given readings at
many colleges and universities including Skidmore, Brown,
Cornell, _Ohio State, and the
University of Washington.
Mr. Kessler's education
background includes University of Buffalo, B;A., University of Washington, M.A : ,
Harvard University, Ohio
State ·university.
He is
present an Associate Professor of English at the
S tate University of New York.
Ad~isssion to Milton ,
Kess l er ' s appearnace wi ll be
25 ¢ for members of· the UMPG
community ·and 50¢ to the gene ral p ublic.
Tickets will be
sold at the door.
$ $ $ $ $·$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $

$
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Want To Make Money?
CAN YOU USE AN EXTRA $1 0 0
this wee k ?
Men, Women , Married, Single,
everyone, qualifies for this fantastic
Bu siness opportunity that is tailored
to fit ,your personal schedule. If you
need money , If you are ambitious,
If you can dream - then call
854-9342 today for further
information.
You could be losing $ 100 a
week!

:
$

$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$$

$
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$$$$$ $$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$} $$$ ~ ' ~
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he said the Russian products
usually offered little variety.
Wygant spoke of his conversations with Soviet people
whom he claimed held no animosity towards Americans.
On
the contrary, he ~xpl a ine d
t hat the y were gen e rally gra t e ful for wh at t h e Allies h ad
done f o r them in t he second
World War..

Work-Study Job
O·pen to Students
MICHAEL WYGANT, of U.S.
State Department speaks in LBA.

Third World Discu~sed
by Wygant

.-

In his opening remarks to
a small audience in Luther
Bon n e y Auditorium last
Tue sday Mr . Mi chae l Wy gant ,
curre nt l y wi th the U. S. State
Departme nt Bu rea u of Inte l lig en ce a n d Res e arc h , s aid t hat
· "ov e r t h e p ast 1 0 y ears the
f o r me r Communist b lock h as
d efi ni te ly come a p art."
Wygant, who was sponsored
b y the Student Senate was
commi s sioned a U.S. Foreign
Se r v i ce Office in 1959 and
fi r st served as an analyst in
the State Department's Bureau
of Resea rch and Analysis with
responsibility for North
Africa.
From 1968 until July
of this year, he served in the
Poli~ical Seciton of the U.S.
Embassy in Moscow.
In his
present job his is concerned
with Soviet relations with
Africa and Latin America.
Following his brief speech,
the State Department representative was questioned about
the Third World - (Asia, Africa,
Parts of Latin America and
South America).
He stated
that, in his opinion, Red
China was more opportunistic
than the Soviet Union in the
Third World as the former
country had less to lose.
He was queried why the U.S.
has seemingly lost influence
in the Third World since
World War II.
His response
was that such was not the cas._e
if anythir.g the U.S. is
stronger.
However, our allies
in Western Europe have steadily decreased their fore~gn
aid which we were depending
upon.
1
· "Life is difficult in the
soviet Union compared to that
in the United States, France,
and Britain ," was Wygant's
opening remark on his stay in
the Russian nation.
A typical
Soviet family hardly e v er has
more than two children as i t
would have no way to finan cially support them.
Frequently, there is an older
r elativeliving with the famil y.
Wy gant infav orably compared the Sov iet food and con s umer item to American ones as

A work-study opportunity
doing survey work for a · uMP
sponsored Health Survey has
been opened for UMPG students.
Students who qualify
will be paid on an hourly
basis.
The hours for
conducting the health-related
interviews can be arranged
to fit the students time
schedule.
Interested students should
contact Mr. Jerry Sullivan,
Director of Student Aid, in
Room 327 in Payson Smith Hall.

~,~-
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This Week's Special

''Hot'' .P astromi
Sandwich - - 50c
Open Year Round
Rt. 1 South Portland
Business Club Holds
Successful Banquet
b y J e ff Gr ay

7,

19 7 0

Native Sons &
Daughters
The " Gateway to a Maine
Car e e r " will open in the UMP
Gy m on De c e mber 28 and 2 9 for
t he 4 t h Annua l Na tive Sons &
Daugh ters pro gram.
ipons ored
by the Greater Portland Ch a mber of Commerce, this prog r am is state-wide in its
scope and is the only one of
its kind in the country.
More
than 700 students and 50 or
more Maine business, educational. and institutional firms
will spend the two days in an
informal forum, discussing job
possibilities available within
the state.
Interviewers are
expected to be looking for
people 'to fill positions in
nearly every area, from engineering, marketing, teaching
to administration, government,
medical and others.
The program is free to students.
All 1971 graduates of
four- y ear college s , two-y ear
colleges , v oca ti ona l -tech n ic a l
schools , nursi n g sch ool s or ·
similar o rg a niz atio ns are eligi b l e , , i f the y are Maine residents o r a r e a tte ndin g a
Ma i ne school.
Last y ear, se v eral hund r ed
studen ts f r o m a ll p a rts o f t he
stat e b r a v ed a h owling bliz' zard t o at t en d the program .
Some were even snowed in and
had to spend the n ight in
Portland hotels.
Most of
those questioned, thou g h , considered Native Sons a n d
Dauqhters a worthwhile program.
Many of them were introduced to employ ment
possibilities they hadn ' t
even considered befo re .

Position Open
on Viking Staff

A position as assistant
We ll!
Th e cafe t e ri a s t a ff
circulation manager is open on
out d i d t hemselves agai n FriThe Viking staff.
The posi- .
day ni g h t by se rving a s crump tion involves preparation and
t i ou s d inner f o r t he Bus in ess
distribution of the newspaper
Cl ub banq u e t.
Af ter the d in n on Monday .
er, e a c h o f th e t h r e e q u es t
For further informat i on
spoke " b ri e fl y" and i n t erest drop by the Viking of fi ce.
ingly abo u t h i s o ccuoa ti on a n d
th e in d u s try in whi ch he was
- -....~.,....,....,..,....,..,.............~....~.....,..
in vo lve d.
Th is column exo r ess - 1.
es s incere t ha n ks t o Dr. Al be rt Fit zpa tric k f or mo de r a ting the d i sc u ss i o n, ou r ~ue s ts
Mr~ S lack, Mr. D~be , a nd Mr.
Wa t e r s , t he caf e te r ia s t a ff
a nd t he Bu siness Cl uh membe r s
f o r t he ir contri b u t i on i n mak ing the banque t a comp l ete
su ccess .
222 Anderson . St.

OPPORTUN I TI ES IN BANKI NG
" Oppo r t uni t ies i n Dan ki ng"
will be d u sc u ssed bv Mr . Hanek
of Casco Bank a nd T~ us t thi s
Thur sday , Dec . 1 0 , at 1 P . JV! ., in 326 LBB .
The Bus~ness Club
urges a ll st u den t s to c o~e
and li s t en t o Mr. Han e k speak
on the oppo r t un iti es tha t ex ist fo r eve r yone , in t he ban k ing i ndus t ry . _ We are look i ng
fo rwa r d t o seeing yo u th er e !

Behind Portland Motor Sales

We Have Perfect Gifts For Every
ne - Golf Shoes, After Ski
Boots, Fur Lined Slippers, As
Well As Moccasins and Leather Good

"... All At Low P·rices"

